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very second nearly 10,000,000,000 “random” numbers are being generated on
computers around the world for Monte Carlo solutions to problems that Stan
Ulam first dreamed of solving forty years ago. A major industry now exists
that has spawned hundreds of full-time careers invested in the fine art of generating
Monte Carlo solutions—a livelihood that often consists of extracting an answer out of a
noisy background. Here we focus on two of the extensively used Monte Carlo solvers:
MCNP, an internationally used neutron and photon transport code maintained at Los
Alamos; and the “Metropolis” method, a popular and efficient procedure for computing
equilibrium properties of solids, liquids, gases, and plasmas.

E

MCNP
In the fifties, shortly after the work on the Monte Carlo method by Ulam, von
Neumann, Fermi, Metropolis, Richtmyer, and others, a series of Monte Carlo transport
codes began emerging from Los Alamos. The concepts on which these codes were
based were those outlined by von Neumann (see “Stan Ulam, John von Neumann, and
the Monte Carlo Method”), but a great deal of detailed work was needed to incorporate
the appropriate physics and to develop shorter routes to statistically valid solutions.
From the beginning the neutron transport codes used a general treatment of the geometry, but successive versions added such features as cross-section libraries, variancereduction techniques (essentially clever ways to bias the random numbers so that the
guesses will cluster around the correct solution), and a free-gas model treating thermalization of the energetic fission neutrons. Also, various photon transport codes were
developed that dealt with photon energies from as low as 1 kilo-electron-volt to the
high energies of gamma rays. Then, in 1973, the neutron transport and the photon
transport codes were merged into one. In 1977 the first version of MCNP appeared
in which photon cross sections were added to account for production of gamma rays
by neutron interactions. Since then the code has been distributed to over two hundred
institutions worldwide.*
The Monte Carlo techniques and data now in the MCNP code represent over three
hundred person-years of effort and have been used to calculate many tens of thousands
of practical problems by scientists throughout the world. The types of problems include
the design of nuclear reactors and nuclear safeguard systems, criticality analyses, oil
well logging, health-physics problems, determinations of radiological doses, spacecraft
radiation modeling, and radiation damage studies. Research on magnetic fusion has
used MCNP heavily.
The MCNP code features a general three-dimensional geometry, continuous energy
or multigroup physics packages, and sophisticated variance reduction techniques. Even
very complex geometry and particle transport can be modeled almost exactly. In fact,
the complexity of the geometry that can be represented is limited only by the dedication
of the user.

*The MCNP code and manual can be obtained from the Radiation Shielding Information Center (RSIC),
P.O. Box X, Oak Ridge, TN 37831.
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PAIR-DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
This plot gives the probability of pairs of
charged particles in a plasma being separated by a certain distance. The probabilities are plotted as a function of the
distance between the pair of particles (increasing from left to right) and temperature (decreasing from front to back). At
the left edge, both the distance and the
probability are zero; at the right edge, the
probability has become constant in value.
Red indicates probabilities below this constant value, yellow and green above. As
the temperature of the plasma decreases,
lattice-like peaks begin to form in the pairdistribution function. The probabilities, generated with the Metropolis method described
in the text, have been used for precise tests
of many theoretical approximations for plasma models.
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